1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a multifactorial disease in which genetic and environmental factors are involved. Familial CRC, in which one or more first-degree and/or second-degree relatives of the index case manifest CRC, constitutes approximately 20% of the total CRC burden \[[@B1]\]. High penetrance mutations confer a predisposition to CRC in the so-called hereditary syndromes, responsible for about 2--6% of the total CRC. Low penetrance mutations are found in the remaining part of CRC (about 96%), representing a risk factor in both sporadic and familial cases \[[@B2], [@B3]\]. CRC syndromes are defined on the basis of clinical, pathological, and, more recently, genetic findings \[[@B3]\] ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Accordingly, the identification of predisposing genes allows for accurate risk assessment and more precise screening approaches. Lynch syndrome (LS) is the most common hereditary form of CRC with an incidence of 3--5% of all CRCs whereas its primary genetic counterpart, namely, Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP), accounts for less than 1% of the total CRC burden \[[@B4]\].

LS and FAP are diseases with autosomal dominant inheritance, caused by germline mutations in the DNA mismatch repair genes (MMR) or in the Adenomatous Polyposis Coli tumor suppressor gene (APC), respectively. These syndromes may also occur in more attenuated forms. In FAP syndrome, attenuated forms (AFAP) are caused by low penetrance mutations (missense mutations) in the main APC gene or by biallelic loss of the MYH gene (MAP, MUTYH-associated polyposis with autosomal recessive inheritance), encoding a protein of the Base Excision Repair complex (BER) \[[@B5]\]. Variant clinic forms of LS are characterized by the presence of additional tumors of still unclear etiology in extracolonic locations. Recent studies suggest that an interaction between main genes (MMR) and modifier genes and/or environmental factors may beat the basis of these tumors. These variant syndromes include Muir-Torre syndrome (autosomal dominant) due to MSH2 and MLH1 genes mutations and characterized by the presence of cutaneous manifestations (multiple sebaceous adenomas, epithelioma, and keratoacanthoma) associated with colorectal and endometrial cancers and Turcot syndrome (autosomal dominant) associated with APC, PMS2, and MLH1 genes mutations and characterized by brain cancers (glioblastoma and cerebellar medulloblastoma) are associated with colorectal cancer \[[@B6], [@B7]\].

In the process of colorectal carcinogenesis many other genes are involved such as oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes that play a key role in the control of cell cycle. Mutations in these genes are at the basis of rarer inherited CRC syndromes. These are mainly "hamartomatous polyposis syndromes" characterized by the presence of benign adenomas arising from epithelial and/or stromal intestinal tissue, which increase the risk of developing CRC. These syndromes, whose characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, include Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, juvenile polyposis, Cowden syndrome, and Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome \[[@B8]--[@B11]\].

In this review we intend to highlight new insights into the molecular features of Lynch syndrome in favor of a novel inheritance model in contrast with the classical monogenic transmission; this could suggest new genetic and clinical surveillance approaches.

2. Lynch Syndrome (LS) {#sec2}
======================

2.1. Genetics Features {#sec2.1}
----------------------

LS is an autosomal dominant disease with recessive phenotype caused by a defect in one of the mismatch repair (MMR) genes. The main clinical-pathological features of the Lynch syndrome are as follows \[[@B1]--[@B11], [@B12]\]:Autosomal dominant inheritancePenetrance for colorectal cancer (CRC) of 85--90%Earlier age of onset of CRC (\~45 years ) with respect to general population (69 years)Preferential tumor localization in the right-sided colonPresence of multiple synchronous and metachronous colorectal cancersBetter prognosis than CRCsIncreased risk for extracolonic cancersAccelerated carcinogenesisPoorly differentiated tumors, with a marked lymphocytic peritumoral inflammation recalling features of the so-called "Crohn\'s reaction"Microsatellite instabilityThe mismatch repair system was first studied in bacteria in which three proteins, MutS, MutL, and MutH, were identified. In humans, at least seven mismatch repair genes are involved in mismatch repair and their names derive from their structural homology to the bacterial proteins: the MutS homologues (MSH), MSH2 on chromosome 2p16, MSH3 on chromosome 5q11, and MSH6 on chromosome 2p16; the MutL homologues (MLH), MLH1 on chromosome 3p21 and MLH3 on chromosome 2p16; the postmeiotic segregation homologues (PMS), PMS1 and PMS2 on chromosome 7p22. No MutH homologues have been identified in humans \[[@B13]\]. MSH2 and MSH6 bind together to form a heteroduplex (MutSa) that predominantly identifies base pairs mismatched, while MSH2 and MSH3 (MutS*β*) combine to identify short insertions or deletions. MSH2 is essential for both complexes to function, while a functional overlap exists between MSH3 and MSH6. MLH1 and PMS2 (MutL*α*) or MLH3 (Mutl*γ*) also bind together to form a heteroduplex that interacts with MutS*α* or MutS*β* complex, stimulating excision and resynthesis of the abnormal DNA. Similarly to MSH2, also MLH1 is essential for both complexes to repair mismatches. Altogether, this group of four proteins recruits exonuclease-1 (EXO1), the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), DNA polymerase (Pol*δ* or Pol*ε*), two replication factor (RPA and RFC), and a ligase, to repair DNA on the daughter strand at the mismatch point. If any of the four major proteins (MSH2, MLH1, MSH6, or PMS2) is functionally inactive, mismatches are not repaired \[[@B14], [@B15]\].

2.2. Microsatellite Instability {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------

Consequently, a defective DNA MMR system increases the mutation rate and makes the cell vulnerable to mutations in genes controlling cell growth (tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes), resulting in an increased cancer risk.

In case of a defective MMR system, mutations occur frequently in small (usually mononucleotide or dinucleotide) repetitive DNA sequences, known as microsatellites. In MMR-deficient tumor cells the number of microsatellite repeat units can deviate from the corresponding normal DNA; the number of repeats is usually decreased even though it is occasionally found to be increased \[[@B16]\].

Length or size microsatellite variation is known as MSI (microsatellite instability). MSI (formerly referred to as MIN or, RER, replication error) is the molecular hallmark of LS since approximately 95% of all LS-associated cancers show MSI \[[@B12]\]. Although most microsatellite sequences are located in noncoding sequences (telomeres and centromeres), many genes contain repetitive sequences in their coding regions and some of these genes play key roles in the regulation of cell growth. Identification of an even growing number of guide genes and target genes of the mutator phenotype can lead to discover new complex molecular mechanisms that underlie the process of colorectal tumorigenesis \[[@B17]\].

MSI thereby serves as a reliable phenotypic marker of MMR deficiency in order to preselect patients eligible for germline mutation analysis in the MMR genes \[[@B18]\].

However, despite the fact that MSI is a reliable marker for MMR deficiency, however until 15% of sporadic CRCs showed an MSI phenotype. This is mainly caused by somatic hypermethylation of the MLH1-gene promoter. Methylation of the MSH2 promoter has also been reported but it is to be considered as a heritable somatic methylation because it is caused by a deletion of the last exon of EPCAM that is adjacent to MSH2 on chromosome 2 \[[@B17]\].

Hypermethylation of CpG islands in the MLH1 promoter (CIMP phenotype) causes severe inhibition of gene transcription thereby mimicking an inactivating gene mutation. If both copies of the gene are inactivated (biallelic hypermethylation), the MLH1 function is lost. This leads to microsatellite unstable cancers, especially in older patients. Therefore, in MLH1-deficient microsatellite unstable (MSI-H) tumors the MLH1 hypermethylation can be assessed to distinguish sporadic CRCs from LS-related cancers. Moreover, recent findings have also identified the BRAF gene as a marker to distinguish LS from sporadic cases of colon cancer \[[@B19], [@B20]\]. Indeed, an oncogenic BRAF mutation has been described only in one case among several LS tumors \[[@B21]\]. Specific activating mutations in the BRAF oncogene, usually the V600E missense mutation, can be detected in 40--87% of all sporadic microsatellite unstable tumors \[[@B12]\]. In this case, the survival in the subjects with MSI-H tumors and BRAF mutation is higher than sporadic tumors with BRAF mutation and MSI stable; therefore, the good prognosis of MSI-H tumors is not affected by the BRAF genotype \[[@B22]\]. Also in another study, the MSI-H/BRAF mutation group had a good prognosis \[[@B23]\]. This emphasizes even more the need to evaluate both BRAF mutation and MSI status in patients with CRC for an accurate prognosis \[[@B22]\]. These results indicate that in cases of MSI, BRAF mutations closely correlate with MLH1 promoter methylation in sporadic MSI CRCs, in contrast to LS characterized by germline mutations in the MMR genes.

In 1997 the National Cancer Institute recommended a panel, known as the "panel of Bethesda," comprising five microsatellites: two mononucleotide repeats (BAT25, BAT26) and three dinucleotide repeats (D2S123, D17S250, D5S346) \[[@B24]\]. Tumors showing instability at two or more of these repeats (40% of markers) are defined at high instability (MSI-H); those with instability between 20--40% are classified as low instability (MSI-L) \[[@B25]\]; tumors without alteration (20% or less) are classified as stable (MSS). Subsequently, in order to improve the sensitivity rate and the predictive specificity, Bethesda guidelines were revised and other loci were enclosed in the panel test: BAT-25 and BAT-26 besides three other quasimonomorphic mononucleotide repeats, namely, NR21, NR22, and NR24 \[[@B26]--[@B28]\].

MSI testing is also very important because several pieces of evidence suggested that MSI-H tumors (stage II) are associated with a favorable prognosis when patients are not treated with 5-fluorouracil compared to MSI-L and MSS CRC \[[@B29], [@B30]\]. These different features are probably related to the lymphocytic infiltrate characteristic of MMR-deficient tumors that determines an antitumor immune response which may be abrogated by the immunosuppressive effects of the chemotherapy \[[@B16]\].

Besides MSI testing, analysis of MMR protein expression by immunohistochemistry (IHC) is routinely performed to identify patients with suspected Lynch syndrome. IHC testing is a specific (100%) and sensitive (92,3%) screening tool to identify MSI-H tumors \[[@B12], [@B31]\]. A more detailed discussion on MMR IHC is available in a recent review article \[[@B32]\].

2.3. Clinical Features {#sec2.3}
----------------------

LS is characterized by a high lifetime risk for tumor development, especially in the case of CRC (20--70%), endometrial cancer (15--70%), and other extracolonic tumors (15%). These extracolonic malignancies include carcinomas of small intestine, stomach, pancreas and biliary tract, ovarium, brain, upper urinary tract, and skin. More recently, gastric cancers have been included in the tumor spectrum of LS \[[@B33]\]. The molecular and clinical-pathological profiles of gastric cancers in LS mutation carriers have been evaluated and compared with the profiles of sporadic gastric cancers, and several differences have been identified, while there are similarities with canonical HNPCC spectrum malignancies. Stomach can thus be considered as a target tissue in which somatic inactivation ("second hit") of MMR genes may occur in carriers of a germline mutation ("first hit") \[[@B33], [@B34]\].

2.4. Clinical Diagnosis of Lynch Syndrome {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------

Identification of MMR gene mutation carriers is critical for improving cancer surveillance and effectiveness of prevention. Before MMR genes and their causal role in hereditary CRC cancer were identified, the International Collaborative Group on hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer had established the Amsterdam criteria I in 1990. These criteria were used to identify families eligible for molecular analysis. Subsequently modified guidelines (Amsterdam criteria II) were designed to include extracolonic LS-related cancers \[[@B1]\]. Nevertheless, Amsterdam criteria resulted to be very restrictive and failed to identify a large portion of MMR gene mutation carriers. To overcome this issue, Bethesda guidelines, which were less restrictive and had a sensitivity greater than 90% even with a lower specificity (25%), were later defined \[[@B24]\].

3. New Insights into the Molecular Features of Lynch Syndrome {#sec3}
=============================================================

A long time, literature data report that in addition to the postreplicative repair, MMR proteins have developed various other functions that may have relevant roles in carcinogenesis \[[@B15]\]. These new roles include the following:DNA damage signalling caused by exogenous carcinogens (heterocyclic amines, oxidative agents, and UV radiation) that is achieved through a synergistic action between the p53-homologous proteins (p53, p63 and p73) and the MutS*α*-MutL*α* complex; furthermore, in response to an exogenous damage, MLH1 interacts with the protein MRE11, a component of the "BRCA1 associated surveillance complex" (BASC), and regulates the cell cycle and the apoptotic pathway \[[@B35], [@B36]\]Prevention of reparative recombination (gene conversion) between nonidentical sequences \[[@B37]\]Promotion of meiotic crossover; several studies in*S. Cerevisiae*and knockout mice have shown that homologous chromosome recombination during meiosis is controlled by MMR proteins, in order to avoid mutational events due to deletions, insertions, or mismatched bases. Among the MMR proteins, MLH1, PMS2, and MLH3 are involved in this process. In fact, experimental murine deficiency of one of these three proteins is associated with male infertility (defective spermatogenesis) \[[@B37], [@B38]\]Immunoglobulin diversification based on the "somatic hypermutation" (SHM) process, which is regulated by the MutS*α*-MutL*α* complex, in combination with two other proteins, AID (activation-induced cytidine deaminase) and Pol*μ* (DNA Polymerase "error-prone") \[[@B39]\]; in particular, MutS*α* deficiency is associated with neoplastic transformation of T lymphocytes \[[@B40]\]Expansion of repeated triplets (CTG, CGG) that underlie the pathogenesis of various neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington\'s Disease, Myotonic Dystrophy, and Fragile X Syndrome. This mechanism is still unknown; however experimental evidence indicates that, although MutS*β* binds these expansions, the repair is prevented by looping conformations of these regions \[[@B41]\]. Since the triplet expansion is at the basis of the anticipation of the disease in the family, loss of function of MutS*β* may have a protective role against the intergenerational instability \[[@B42], [@B43]\]Modulation of microRNA biogenesis by interaction of MMR proteins with the microprocessor complex; in particular, MutL*α* specifically binds pri-miRNAs and the complex Drosha/DGCR8 in order to stimulate the processing of pri-miRNAs to pre-miRNAs in a manner dependent on MutL*α* ATPase activity \[[@B44]\]These new features indicate that MMR deficiency strongly affects cellular resistance to reparative and/or apoptotic response to DNA damage because impairment of postreplicative MMR complexes associated with impairment of components of other cell systems ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Genotype-Phenotype Associations in Lynch Syndrome {#sec4}
====================================================

4.1. Canonical Features {#sec4.1}
-----------------------

Germline mutations are distributed unevenly along each MMR gene, denoting the absence of mutational hot spots. Even the nature of the germline alterations is varied.

Absence of redundant functions for MSH2 and MLH1 proteins stresses the importance of these two genes; therefore, mutations in these genes are associated with aggressive forms of HNPCC, characterized by early age of onset, typically around 45 years of age, high penetrance, and high degree of microsatellite instability (MSI-H) \[[@B45]\]. The CRC incidence is similar in subjects with mutations in MLH1 and MSH2 (84% and 71% resp.); however, individuals with alterations in the MSH2 gene show a higher incidence (48--61%) of extracolonic malignancy (endometrial, gastric, ovarian, and kidney cancer) than those carrying mutations in the MLH1 gene (11--42%) \[[@B46]\].

The clinical phenotype is different when minor genes are involved. Mutations in MSH6, for example, seem to cause a form of "attenuated" HNPCC, characterized by lower penetrance, later age of onset, usually around 60 years of age, and MSI-L \[[@B47]\].

Defects in the PMS2 gene are instead associated with early tumor development and microsatellite instability, although some features are different with respect to cancers caused by the MLH1 and MSH2 mutations. PMS2 mutations are associated with combined presence of multiple colorectal adenomas and glioblastomas (Turcot syndrome). The specificity of brain tumor is probably linked to the accumulation of mutations in target genes (oncogenes, tumor suppressor) more specifically expressed in the brain \[[@B48]\]. Recently, MLH3 variants were associated with brain cancer predisposition \[[@B49]\].

In the MSH3 gene, missense, silent, and intronic variations have been mainly identified; these mutations are associated with a severe phenotype in the case they are inherited in combination with each other or associated with variants in the MSH2 gene \[[@B50]\]. In fact, MSH3 knockout mice showed a low susceptibility to cancer development that caused late-onset colorectal cancer, whereas double mutant MSH3-MSH6 mice showed a very similar phenotype to that found in mice lacking MSH2. These results are justified by the redundant function of the MSH3 and MSH6 genes \[[@B51]\]. Moreover, MSH3 inactivation is primarily associated with instability of tetranucleotide repeats (EMAST) that has been frequently observed in moderately or poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas as well as in other cancers including lung, kidney, ovarian, and bladder cancer \[[@B13], [@B52]\].

In recent years, numerous studies have found an association between the development of hematopoietic and intestinal tumors in infant age and the presence of homozygous mutations in the MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 genes \[[@B53], [@B54]\]. This phenotype was also associated with heterozygous mutations in two or more MMR genes, suggesting a mechanism of compound heterozygosity \[[@B55]--[@B57]\].

In a subset of LS patients, a germline mutation at the 3′ end of the EPCAM (TACSTD1) gene has been identified resulting in allelic-specific methylation and transcription silencing of MSH2, which is located upstream of the EPCAM gene. The EPCAM gene encodes for the Epithelial Cell Adhesion Molecule protein that is involved in cell signalling, migration, proliferation, and differentiation. Accordingly, this mutation may contribute to the development of extracolonic cancers \[[@B58]\].

4.2. Noncanonical Features {#sec4.2}
--------------------------

Recently a group of Lynch-like syndrome patients was described \[[@B59]\]. This group may account for as much as 70% of suspected Lynch syndrome subjects. Unlike sporadic MSI cancer, Lynch-like patients are nearly impossible to differentiate from Lynch patients; they are MSI-positive and cancer tissues express abnormal MMR protein, not only for MLH1 as in sporadic MSI cancers but also for the other MMR proteins, such as MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2, as in Lynch syndrome cancers. Lynch-like patients show a mean age of onset comparable to LS. The only differentiating features between these two syndromes are the lower incidence for CRC and other LS-associated cancers and the absence of MMR genes germline mutation in Lynch-like syndrome. There are likely three potential reasons for cancer onset in Lynch-like patients: (a) a genetic process within the tumors other than germline mutations coupled with second allele inactivation, (b) unknown germline mutations in other genes than the DNA MMR genes that can drive MSI, and/or (c) unidentified germline mutations in the DNA MMR genes \[[@B60], [@B61]\].

Mensenkamp et al. \[[@B62]\] noted that a considerable number of MSI-positive tumors lack any known molecular mechanism for their development. Patients were screened for somatic mutations and for loss of heterozygosity in MLH1 and MSH2 genes. This research identified two somatic mutations in 13 of 25 tumors, 8 of which were MLH1-deficient and 5 were MSH2-deficient, indicating that such acquired mutations underlie more than 50% of the MMR-deficient tumors that have not been found associated with germline mutations or promoter methylation. This is in contrast with LS that is associated with germline mutations in the MMR genes.

Moreover, other hereditary factors might play a role in tumor development. For example, deletions affecting genes that regulate MSH2 degradation were shown to lead to MMR deficiency and undetectable levels of MSH2 protein. Moreover, cells lacking SETD2 (H3K36 trimethyltransferase SET domain containing protein 2) display MSI due to the loss of an epigenetic histone mark that is essential for the recruitment of the MSH2-MSH6 complex. Whether these mechanisms lead to MSH2-deficient colorectal cancer remains to be clarified \[[@B63]\].

In these cases high-throughput sequencing procedures play an important role to identify new constitutive and somatic mutations in putative genes associated with hereditary predisposition to cancer \[[@B64]\].

It is also noteworthy that, in addition to canonical inactivation via gene mutation, MMR activity can also be modulated by changes in MMR gene expression. This type of alteration may be the result of mutations occurring in regions that are not always routinely analyzed such as the promoter and the 5′ and 3′-untraslated regions.

Previous studies have defined and characterized the core promoter regions of hMSH2 (from −300 to −17 upstream of the start codon) \[[@B65]\] and hMLH1 (from −220 to −39 upstream of the start codon) \[[@B66]\]; subsequent studies have been carried out to demonstrate that germline mutations in these regions are involved in LS \[[@B67], [@B68]\].

Regarding mutations in the 3′UTR of MMR genes, a 3-nucleotide (TTC) deletion in the MLH1 3′UTR was found in leukemia patients \[[@B69]\]. This alteration was shown to destroy a binding site for miR-422a and there is a downregulation suggesting a possible role for the miRNA in regulation of MLH1expression \[[@B69]\].

Therefore, cell levels of MMR are likely to be under a tight regulation in order to prevent the overproduced protein which may sequester other factors involved in controlling the mutation rate. Potentially adverse consequences of overproduced MLH1 and MSH2 are highlighted by a report showing that apoptosis is induced in a human cell line when these two genes were expressed under the control of the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter \[[@B70]\]. The dangerous excess of MMR protein can also be the effect of homodimerization complex as shown by a study in yeast cells of Shcherbakova et al. \[[@B71]\] showing that the MLH1-MLH1 homodimer replaced the MLH1-PMS1/PMS2/MLH3 heterodimer, inactivating also the MutS*α* and MutS*β* functions, thus resulting in nonfunctional MMR complex.

This concept is also partially extended to other minor MMR genes; overexpression of the MSH3 gene in cultured mammalian cells selectively inactivates MutS*α* because MSH2 is sequestered into a MSH2-MSH3 (MutS*β*) complex, resulting in reduced MutS*α*-dependent repair of base-base mismatches and a strong base substitution mutator phenotype \[[@B72]\].

Finally, several MSI tumors with unknown cause of MMR inactivation could display a miRNA down- or upexpression genotype that specifically modulate MMR genes \[[@B73], [@B74]\]. miRNA expression is in turn regulated by DNA damage \[[@B75]\]. miRNAs able to regulate the mismatch repair function are miR-155 and miR-21 that significantly downregulate the core MMR proteins, MSH2, MSH6, and MLH1, and have been associated with a mutator phenotype, in particular with MSI inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) CRCs \[[@B76], [@B77]\].

5. Characterization of the "Variants of Uncertain Significance" (VUS) in the MMR Genes {#sec5}
======================================================================================

Several mutations identified in the MMR genes are missense, silent, or intronic variants. The influence of these variants on the development of cancer is often a controversial topic; therefore they are classified as "VUS," Variant of Uncertain Significance \[[@B78], [@B79]\].

Several criteria can be applied to assess the possible pathogenicity of a VUS, \[[@B56], [@B80]\]; these criteria are as follows: (1) de novo appearance; (2) segregation with the disease; (3) absence in normal individuals; (4) change of amino acid polarity or size; (5) occurrence of the amino acid change in a domain that is evolutionary conserved between species and/or shared between proteins belonging to the same protein family (in silico analysis); (6) effects on splicing or on protein function; (7) loss of the nonmutated allele due to a large deletion in the tumor DNA (loss of heterozygosity (LOH)); (8) loss of protein expression in the tumor; (9) evaluation of MSI in tumor tissues. All studies conducted to date show that none of the above criteria, including functional assays, is an indicator of pathogenicity, if taken alone; it is necessary that a combination of strategies be used in order to lead to a correct assessment of the pathogenicity of uncertain variants \[[@B81]\]. According to these observations, a classification of MMR sequence variants identified by genetic testing has been proposed based on a 5-class system, using a multifactorial likelihood model ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Variant-Class 5 includes coding sequence variation resulting in a stop codon (nonsense or frameshift), splicing aberration variants by mRNA assay, large genomic deletions or duplications, abrogated mRNA/protein function variants based either on laboratory assays, on evidence for cosegregation with disease, and on MSI tumor, and/or loss of MMR protein expression.

Variant-Class 4 includes IVS+-1 or IVS+-2 mutations resulting in splicing aberrations, variants abrogating mRNA/protein function based on laboratory assays, evidence of cosegregation with disease or MSI tumor, and/or loss of MMR protein expression.

Variant-Class 3 includes large genomic duplications, missense alterations, small in-frame insertions/deletions, silent variants, intronic variants, and promoter and regulatory region variants for which insufficient molecular evidence is available and with intermediate clinical effects or low penetrance alleles.

Variant-Class 2 includes synonymous substitutions and intronic variants with no associated mRNA aberration, with a proficient protein expression/function, and lack of cosegregation and/or MSS tumor.

Variant-Class 1 includes variants reported in control reference groups and excluded as founder pathogenic sequence variant.

According to this classification, most of the VUS tested for the MMR genes are likely to be pathogenetic and thus they can be associated with the HNPCC phenotype.

For the MLH1 gene, 52 out of 73 VUS resulted to be pathogenetic (70%), similar pathogenicity has been demonstrated for 25 out of 35 VUS identified in the MSH2 gene, (71%) (<https://www.insight-group.org>).

For minor MMR genes, the percentage of pathogenic VUSs is reduced due to the milder mutational contribution of these genes to the development of the disease. For the MSH6 gene, only 1 out of 8 variants studied (13%) was found to have aberrant effects on protein function; for the PMS2 gene, 4 variants were analyzed and all (100%) seem to have a causative role in Lynch syndrome; for the MLH3 gene, however, functional assays have not identified any variant with certain pathogenetic significance; finally, for the MSH3 gene relevant functional studies have not yet been reported (<https://www.insight-group.org>).

6. Probability of a "Synergistic Effect" between Low Risk Allelic Variants in the MMR Genes {#sec6}
===========================================================================================

With the advent of high-throughput technologies it is becoming even more possible to analyze a great number of polymorphic variants in large cohorts of cases and controls of specific cancers, such as breast, prostate, and colorectal cancer, thus providing new insights into common mechanisms of carcinogenesis. In some cases, VUSs make a more substantial overall contribution to cancer risk than the well-assessed severe Mendelian variants. It is also possible that the simultaneous presence of some polymorphisms and VUSs in cancer predisposition genes that behave as low risk alleles might contribute in a cooperative manner to increase the risk of hereditary cancer \[[@B60], [@B64]\]. Therefore, current literature data suggest a significant proportion of the inherited susceptibility to relatively common human diseases may be due to the addition of the effects of a series of low frequency variants of different genes, probably acting in a dominant and independent manner, with each of them conferring a moderate but even detectable increase in the relative cancer risk \[[@B49], [@B50], [@B75], [@B81]--[@B83]\]. Therefore, several functional studies based on GWAS data related to cancer susceptibility have been performed in an attempt to demonstrate the effective association and to test the hypothesis of synergistic effects between low risk allelic variants \[[@B80], [@B81]\].

In a recent study on yeast genome, it has been shown that the minor alleles of the MMR complex cause a weak mutator phenotype; however, their interaction causes a more severe mutator phenotype \[[@B82]\]. In this study, 11 polymorphisms and 14 missense variants of uncertain significance previously identified in the MSH2, MLH1, MSH6, and PMS2 genes were studied by complementation tests. The mutator effect of these variants was tested singly and in combination with each other.

In 2011, Kumar et al. showed that some variants occurring in domain I of the MSH2 gene in yeast strains (msh2Δ1) behave as weak alleles in the presence of a functional protein MSH6, as they do not alter the stability of the MutS*α* complex. However, by combining these variants with weak alleles falling in the N-terminal region (NTR) (DNA binding domain) of the MSH6 gene, a strong mutator phenotype was found. Moreover, the mutator synergistic effect is also found between different systems of DNA damage response. A recent population study by Smith et al. \[[@B83]\] has shown that the simultaneous presence of mutations in the TP53 gene and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in genes belonging to different repair systems as BER, NER, MMR, and DSBR (Double-Strand Break Repair) complex is associated with an earlier age of onset of breast cancer (\<50 years). Therefore, in this case, the authors suggest an additive or multiplicative effect.

The additive effect of low penetrance genes could also be the cause of atypical Lynch syndromes such as familial CRC type X \[[@B84]\]. With respect to LS, the familial CRC type X is more often located in the distal colon; extracolonic cancers are less frequent than in LS, and the age of onset is delayed. The sine qua non condition for this diagnosis is the absence of molecular genetic evidence of LS (MSI, IHC, or MMR mutations).

7. Scientific Hypothesis and Our Results {#sec7}
========================================

Molecular characterization of patients with a clinical diagnosis of Lynch syndrome currently relies on the identification of point mutations and large rearrangements \[[@B85], [@B86]\] by DHPLC and MLPA, respectively, in the major MMR genes, MLH1 and MSH2.

This strategy does not always provide informative results for genetic counseling. Indeed, many families selected according to international diagnostic criteria (Amsterdam Criteria and Bethesda Guidelines) do not have a molecular diagnosis of Lynch syndrome. In our experience, we have identified several patients carrying genetic VUS (missense, intronic, and silent variants) not only in main genes, MLH1 and MSH2 \[[@B80]\], but also in other MMR genes. According to international recommendations (Colon cancer Family Registry 2009, InSiGHT Variant Interpretation Committee 2011) we used a multifactorial likelihood model in an attempt to define a pathogenetic role for numerous VUS identified in MMR genes \[[@B49], [@B50], [@B64], [@B85]\]. The segregation analysis, population studies (to exclude the polymorphic nature of the variant), assessment of MSI in tumor tissues, detection of loss of protein expression in tumor tissues by immunohistochemical analysis (IHC), in silico analysis by a variety of bioinformatics tools, and gene expression studies are strategies that have to be used to assess an exhaustive evaluation of the pathogenicity of uncertain variants \[[@B85]\].

In light of literature data indicated that "minor" MMR proteins have other functions besides the postreplicative repair that could be highly relevant in carcinogenesis; in our laboratories, we have also analyzed the minor MMR genes, MSH6, PMS2, MLH3, and MSH3 for germline variants detected in patients negative for germline mutations in the major MMR genes. Many of the subjects analyzed in our series \[[@B49], [@B50], [@B64], [@B85]\] showed coinheritance of different genetic alterations in the minor MMR genes ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}) we speculate a likely additive role of low penetrance alleles in the disease development, in favor of a putative polygenic inheritance for Lynch syndrome, according to recent literature data \[[@B87]--[@B89]\].

8. Conclusion {#sec8}
=============

The recent literature data describe the MMR proteins increasingly new roles. It is now known that MMR proteins not only have an exclusive role in the repair of DNA mismatch but are also involved in many other processes relevant in carcinogenesis. Therefore, some genetic variants may not affect the repair function but may be responsible for the loss of other important functions related to MMR proteins. In the light of these new roles of the MMR proteins it is essential to widen the mutations detection in all genes that are part of MMR complex. This will lead to the identification of numerous VUS in these genes. However, the study of VUS identified in MMR genes provides important information on the pathogenicity of the many genetic variants that are identifying in patients with suspected diagnosis of Lynch syndrome. Very often these variants are causing the disease, perhaps with a different degree of pathogenicity. Sometimes the simultaneous presence of molecular alterations in several MMR genes could be causing the onset of tumor. All these reassess the classical model of monogenic transmission in favor of a polygenic inheritance of Lynch syndrome.

Therefore, these recent findings allow clarifying better the genotype-phenotype correlations in Lynch syndrome, demonstrating the importance of molecular analysis to improve the genetic counseling and, consequently, the clinical surveillance.
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Hereditary colon cancer syndromes: clinical and genetic features. (AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive).

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Disease\                                                       Gene                                  Incidence      Inheritance   Mutation identified (%)                          Penetrance   Clinical features
  (OMIM)                                                                                                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) (114500)*   MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, MLH3, EPCAM   1 in 400       AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (60--80%)   90%          Proximal CRC, endometrial carcinoma, ovarian tumors, small bowel carcinoma, urinary tract carcinoma

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Classical familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP)(175100)*       APC                                   1 in 8000      AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (80--90%)   \<100%       100 to \>500 adenomatous polyps of large bowel, duodenum, stomach

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Attenuated FAP (AFAP) (175100)*                               APC                                   \<1 in 8000    AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (20--30%)   \<100%       10 to 100 adenomatous polyps of large bowel, duodenum, stomach

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *MUTYH-associated polyposis (MAP) (608456)*                    MUTYH                                 \<1 in 10000   AR            Point mutation, large rearrangements (15--20%)   \<100%       20 to 100 adenomatous polyps of large bowel, duodenum, stomach

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Muir Torre syndrome (HNPCC) (158320)*                         MLH1, MSH2                            \<1 in 400     AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (60--80%)   90%          CRC, endometrial carcinoma multiple sebaceous adenomas, epithelioma, keratoacanthoma

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Turcot syndrome (HNPCC) (276300)*                             APC, PMS2, MLH1                       \<1 in 400     AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (60--80%)   90%          CRC, glioblastoma, cerebellar medulloblastoma

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) (175200)*                        STK11 (LKB1)                          1 in 200000    AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (90%)       95--100%     \<20 juvenile polyps (PJ) of large bowel, duodenum, stomach, mucocutaneous/perioral hyperpigmentation, ovarian tumors, breast cancer

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Juvenile polyposis syndrome (JPS) (174900)*                   SMAD4, BMPR1A                         1 in 100000    AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (60%)       90--100%     5 to 100 JP of large bowel, duodenum, stomach, gastric cancer

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Cowden syndrome (CS) (158350)*                                PTEN                                  1 in 200000    AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (80%)       90--95%      Multiple JP/lipomas of large bowel, duodenum, stomach, mucocutaneous tumors, breast cancer, endometrial carcinoma, thyroid cancer

                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  *Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley syndrome (BRRS) (153480)*            PTEN                                  1 in 200000    AD            Point mutation, large rearrangements (60%)       90--95%      Multiple JP/lipomas of large bowel, duodenum, stomach, microcephaly, developmental delay, hemangiomatosis
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Proposed classification system for MMR variant interpretation *(Colon Cancer Family Registry 2009, InSiGHT Variant Interpretation Committee 2011)*.

  Class   Description                                                Probability of being pathogenic
  ------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  5       Definitely pathogenic                                      \>0.99
  4       Likely pathogenic                                          0.95--0.99
  3       Uncertain                                                  0.05--0.949
  2       Likely not pathogenic or of little clinical significance   0.001--0.049
  1       Not pathogenic or of no clinical significance              \<0.001

###### 

Patients carrying variants in several MMR genes: MSH6, PMS2, MSH3, and MLH3; ^*∗*^patient 504 showing also the UV in MSH2 gene (c.984 C\>T) \[[@B64]\].

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Patients*   *MSH6*                       *PMS2*                              *MLH3*                                          *MSH3*                   *Phenotype*
  ------------ ---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------
  9525         ex4\                         ex14\                               ex1\                                            IVS7 -9 T\>C             Amsterdam +
               c.2633 T\>C (Val\>Ala)       c.2324 A\>G (Asn\>Ser)              c.2530 C\>T (Pro\>Ser) c.2533 T\>C (Ser\>Pro)                            

                                                                                                                                                         

  013                                       ex6\                                ex1\                                                                     No Amsterdam\
                                            c.665G\>C (Ser\>Thr) IVS6 +16A\>G   c.2533 T\>C (Ser\>Pro)                                                   MSI-H

                                                                                                                                                         

  103          ex5\                                                             ex1\                                            ex12\                    No Amsterdam\
               c.3261_62insC (Phe\>stop)                                        c.2533 T\>C (Ser\>Pro)                          c.1860G\>A (Asp\>Asn)    later onset MSI-H

                                                                                                                                                         

  423                                       IVS12-4G\>A                         ex1\                                                                     Amsterdam + later onset\
                                                                                c.2530 C\>T (Pro\>Ser)\                                                  MSI-L
                                                                                c.2533 T\>C (Ser\>Pro)                                                   

                                                                                                                                                         

  015          ex5\                                                             ex1\                                                                     Amsterdam +\
               c.3295_97delTT (Ile\>stop)                                       c.666 G\>A (Lys)\                                                        MSI-H
                                                                                c.2191 G\>T (Val\>Phe)\                                                  
                                                                                c.2533A\>G (Ser\>Gly)                                                    

                                                                                                                                                         

  210          ex4\                         IVS6+16A\>G\                        ex1\                                            IVS6-64 C\>T             Amsterdam +\
               c.2941 A\>G (Ile\>Val)       ex13\                               c.2530 C\>T (Pro\>Ser)                                                   MSI not detected
                                            c.2324 T\>C (Phe)                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                         

  211          ex4\                         IVS12-4 G\>A                                                                        IVS6-64 C\>T             Amsterdam +\
               c.2941 A\>G (Ile\>Val)                                                                                                                    MSI not detected

                                                                                                                                                         

  416                                       ex11\                               ex 1\                                           IVS6-64 C\>T             Amsterdam +\
                                            c.1714C\>A (Thr\>Lys)               c.2027G\>A (Arg\>Lys)                                                    MSI-H

                                                                                                                                                         

  504^*∗*^                                                                                                                      ex4\                     Amsterdam +\
                                                                                                                                c.693G\>A (Pro)\         MSI-H
                                                                                                                                ex20\                    
                                                                                                                                c.2732 T\>G (Leu\>Trp)   
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: Academic Editor: Haruhiko Sugimura
